A FIVE COLLEGE FESTIVAL OF NEW WORK
SEEKING STUDENT WRITERS OF COLOR!

MOSAIC: The Five College Multicultural Theater Committee invites students of color to participate in Word! A Sharing of New Plays. Students are encouraged to write short plays that foreground the experiences of people of color using August Wilson’s idea that theater can raise consciousness.

Selected students will workshop their plays with Hampshire College professor and playwright Jonathan Dent in late March and share their new work at the festival on April 28, 2023, at the Mount Holyoke College Art Museum. Participating student writers will receive $100 from the James Baldwin Memorial Fund.

Contact your campus representative and submit the first 10 pages of a script you would like to develop by February 15, 2023.

Amherst: Ron Bashford
Hampshire: Jonathan Dent
Mount Holyoke: Michael Ofori
Smith: Len Berkman
UMass: Priscilla Page

DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 15, 2023